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Section B

orns, new president
Unanimous
vote brings
presidency
to Jorns
By CASSIE SIMPSON
Administration editor

MIKE ANSCHUETVSenior photographer

ly elected Eastern Illinois University President, David L. Jorns give the thumbs up to a crowd of well wishers as the trustees of the Board of
ernors Universities unanimously approved his bid for the presidency. Jorns currently serves as provost and vice president for academic
'fJirs at Northern Kentucky University, Highland Heights.

acuity reacts to Jorns' appointment
President David Jorns "hit a
e run" with the campus com.ty in his bid for the presidency
stem.
Trustees of the Board of
vemors unanimously selected
s' bid for the presidency after
iewing each of the three final
dictates Thursday.
'We are delighted he accepted
position," said Layzell adding,
vid hit a home run," with the
Just hours after the announcent, Jorns was the guest of the
'versity at an open reception in
Grand Ballroom of the Martin
tller King Jr. University Union
ere Eastern faculty, staff and
inistrators pledged their supfor Joms.
"I'm elated; he (Jorns) is the
mber one choice," said Gail
on, chair of the womens studminor. Mason and her husband
, profossor of economics, were
ong many from across campus
o attended each of the four onpus presidential interviews.

"He is open and honest and will
get us back on track," said the
Masons.
The Masons were not alone in
their hope for the selection of a
president that can turn things
around. Joms possesses the "catalyst for the healing process," said
Blake Wood, student member of
the campus search committee.
"We are delighted that we have
selected a qualified president," said
Mack Hollowell, board trustee.
"I'm delighted," said Jeanne
Simpson, assistant vice president
for academic affairs. "The spontaneous expression of joy (at the
announcement) says it all,"
Simpson added.
"It's very clear that the campus
supported him. There is a warmth
for him and I'm pleased," said
Eleanor Midkiff, professor of psychology.
Looking to the personal side of
Jorns, Eileen Sullivan, assistant
director of student activities and
greek affairs said, "I think he is
great. There is a commonality
about him, and he's a public person."
Campus support for Jorns was

excellent candidates, and I wish all
of the other candidates the best,"
• Students react to
said David Carpenter, search committee chair.
new president. See
In a telephone interview on
story, page 7.
Thursday, faculty member Laurent
Gosselin said, from a personal
felt by students as well as faculty. standpoint, he was "looking for a
'There is an air about him, I don't distinct change in leadership. I'm
feel like he is a president, he's a not so sure we will see that with
friend," said Chad Bandy, student Joms." Gosselin added, "Not that
I'm disappointed, I wish him all the
member of the search committee.
In addition to Bandy, members luck in the world, and as a faculty
of the search committee were member I will rally behind him."
When assuming the presidency
happy with the vote of the board.
"The candidate (Jorns) fits well Jorns will work closely with
with the university," said Jill Maxine Clayton, administrative
Nielsen, search committee member. assistant to the president, who said
"The committee worked very hard she was "very pleased and happy
and we are pleased with the selec- (with the Jorns selection), and I
look forward to working with him."
tion," she added.
Jorns will work alongside
Bandy said overall he was
pleased with the search process and Barbara Hill, who was selected to
the finalists for the position. "The serve as acting president by the
other three were tremendous indi- board Thursday.
Hill said she is "very pleased"
viduals, and I would have been satisfied with any of the candidates, with the selection of Jorns and
but Joms was a cut above the rest," looks forward to the next three
months.
Bandy said.
"We are at a very critical and
"The board today acted positively on the recommendation of the exciting time in Eastern's history,"
search committee. We had four Hill added.

The Board of Governors named
David Jorns as Eastern 's seventh
president during a news conference Thursday afternoon in the
University Ballroom of the Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union.
Beginning at 8 a.m. Thursday,
the trustees of the Board of
Governors interviewed, separately, for one hour each, the three
presidential candidates. The candidates returning Thursday morning for interviews were Mary
Burger, Jorns and John Idoux.
Jorns' term will begin Jan. 1,
1993. He is currently the vice
president for academic affairs at
Northern Kentucky University
and will have to take care of his
commitments at NKU before he
can come to Eastern. In a unanimous vote, the BOG named Barbara Hill, current provost and vice
president for academic affairs and
provost, acting president until
Jorns is able to take over the presidential seat.
As president, Joms will earn a
yearly salary of $104,040 and will
have the use of a car and a house.
The BOG will also pay for Jorns'
moving expenses.
Thomas Layzell, chancellor of
the BOG, started the press conference by thanking the search committee.
"I would like to express my
appreciation to David (Carpenter,
chair of search committee) and
the members of the campus advisory committee who put a lot of
work into this process, who worked very cooperatively on this
very important phase of Eastern 's
existence and whose quality of
work really made the final decision very easy to come to," Layzell said. "They were very professional and did excellent work."
Carpenter also expressed his
thanks to the search committee.
"I want to thank all 19 members of the search committee for
representing Eastern in such a
conscientious way," Carpenter
said. "They were a strong committee. Most of the time, I just
held on for the ride. I also want to
thank Eastern 's community and
the Charleston and Mattoon community for coming out to meet
each of our candidates."
Jorns added his thanks and
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Tarble to celebrate
its 10th anniversary
By KIM OSTERMEIER
Staff writer

Student Government's voter
registration drive concluded
The Tarble Arts Center will
Thursday after what organizers
celebrate its 10th anniversary
called a fantastic three days.
with free music and food along
"(Student turnout) far exwith children's workshops for
ceeded anything I ever expectstudents, faculty and the commued," said Bobby Smith, organity
on Sunday from I p.m. to 4
nizer of the event. "The student
p.m.
body was very receptive."
The free children's workshop,
Smith said Thursday the
"Dream Catchers of the Illinois,"
total number of students who
is being presented by Nan Carli,
registered was close to 680,
assistant
professor of art educawhich was greater than he
tion at Eastern.
expected.
"Dream Catchers of the
"This drive was important to
Illinois"
is being presented in
me because as Americans we
conjunction with "Indian Diversare given the right to vote and
ity," which is on exhibit now
far too many people in other
through Oct. 18 in the Brainard
countries are not given that
Gallery at Tarble. "Dream Catchopportunity," Smith said.
ers" will teach children about the
"It always bothered me that
meaning of dreams in Native
our ~ge group, 1$ to 24-year_
Arnei:ican culture.
olds :~haie ;tn:C;>'~orsi.. voie(
·~'"'
°'.. Supply-lng -mus~:-~iJH:i.e,Jhe
turnout. It bothers me betaustti
EIU Jazz Band, the:.mu; Wrj:odthink the elections effect us the
wind Trio and the Indian Creek
most, it's our future we need to
Delta Boys.
plan for."
There will be special exhibits
-Staff report

showing Tarble's construction
and examples from I 0 years of
children's art exchanges. There
will also be an awards ceremony
to honor some of those who have
contributed to Tarble's achievemen ts.
Bruce Guernsey, this year's
Board of Governors Fellow, will
read a poem he wrote for the celebration entitled "Adam's Task,"
which uses words solely from the
Illinois map.
Guernsey said his poem symbolizes what he sees as the most
important American task - the
naming of the American land.
"The students should celebrate
the 10th At Tarble because of the
scheduled speakers and services
provided over the years," said
Donna Meeks, curator of education.
Tarble Arts Center Director
Michael Watts said, "This is a fun
way" {~r studeilis "to .~- ii#?d~c~~
to the Tarble." He added that
Eastern is lucky to have an art
center of this size on its campus.
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FROM PAGE ONE
Unanimous vote
+From page 1

appreciation to Carpenter and Layzell and expressed
gratitude to the committee.
"Eastern Illinois University is one of the 'finest
institutions I've ever known," Jorns said. "It is an
institution with a great tradition of excellence and an
1 e~tmQ.rd.iney:fl)ture ahead of it, and I am delighted
, tq be.able. to come to this institution at this time. I
afu very, very glad and happy to be here today."
In regard to the board's decision, Layzell said
they had three excellent candidates to choose from
Thursday morning, and it was a difficult choice.
However, Layzell said Jorns' enthusiasm for
Eastern, his background and his personality were
what put Jorns over the top.
"To put it in a sports metaphor, I think David hit a
home run this morning," Layzell said. "I think he's
hit a home run about every time I've talked with
him. We're just glad he accepted the position."
Jorns said he felt for Eastern the first time he

PRICED TO MOVE
EIU DORM FRIDGES

$21.
$21 tnr May '93
Free Delivery

345-7083

o~t~

stepped on campus and knew then that he really
wanted to become Eastern's next president.
"It wasn't a big decision. I knew this was the
place I wanted to work," Jorns said. "The campus is
very attractive. It has all the qualities of a university
that you like to see. The atmosphere of the people
who work here is very positive. I might add too that
the community is very much a part of this university
and, of course, the university is very supportive of
the community."
Jorns listed several things he'd like to accomplish
when he arrives at Eastern.
"I would like to work very hard at developing an
extensive collegiality between the faculty, staff and
students so that we will be able to work together
and, secondly, support the institution's developing
of a planning process to allow (the university) to
decide what its future will be," Jorns said.
Jorns estimated that it would take a year to draw
up a central document in the strategic planning process and three additional years to perfect it.
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Judge hears arguments to overturn
criminal HIV law, delays decision

Pagliai's PizzCJ
Large Thin Single Item
& Qt. of Coke

By DAVID M. PUTNEY

said. "Our position is the law is unconstitutional, then it can't
originated out of fear and igno- be applied to any set of facts,"
rance. During the Dark Ages, he said.
A Coles County Circuit Court the result of the Black Plague
Bonelli said because the law
judge heard oral arguments was they burned Jews because is "kneejerk," it is so vague it
Thursday about a motion to dis- they accused them of poisoning could be used to indict a pregmiss criminal transmission of the wells."
nant mother who passes the HIV
HIV charges filed against a
"We have a statute which is virus onto her child, and thereCharleston man, but postponed addressed to all people who fore it must be arbitrarily aphis ruling to study the evidence have HIV. The legislature has plied by prosecutors.
further.
decided to err on the side of
"This law would bring crimiJudge Ashton Waller said he caution."
nal consequences for all acts
would send both sides his ruling
Assistant State's Attorney which are within the scope of
in writing. Waller set the pre- and prosecutor Mark Novak this law," he said. "We are distrial hearing for Timothy said the act does not single out criminating against all people of
Lunsford, 24, who is charged HIV positive people for punish- Illinois who are HIV positive.
with criminal transmission of ment.
We are holding them to an arbiHIV, for Oct. 14, pending the
"The law is intended to pre- trary standard."
outcome of the ruling.
vent the citizens of Illinois from
Novak said the state's attorHIV is the virus thought to contracting HIV, which in ney's office has always had the
cause AIDS. Defense attorney today's medical science, is a option to prosecute or not,
Greg Bonelli is arguing the death sentence," he said. "(HIV- based on the nature of the case.
state's criminal transmission of positive people) have to do a
"There is always the discreHIV law is unconstitutional. If physical act, donate blood, have tion of a prosecutor in what they
the law is overturned, it will intimate contact. Having sexual charge," he said. "He is not
only affect the Fifth Judicial intercourse when you have charged with spitting on someCircuit where the case is being AIDS is not an inchoate act."
one, he is not charged with bitheard, not the entire state.
"There is a duty of those who ing someone. He is charged
Lunsford, who resides at 40 have the HIV virus to not en- with engaging in sexual interMadison Ave., allegedly sexual- gage in that behavior that might course," he said. "It is not
ly assaulted a woman at her give someone else the disease."
charging someone who has HIV,
apartment July 14 after he and
The Illinois Criminal Trans- it is charging those who engage
another man visited her to buy mission of HIV Law was de- in acts harmful to others."
drugs.
clared unconstitutional on difBonelli also said the law
Bonelli argued the HIV law - ferent grounds by Judge James requires a person to knowingly
should be thrown out because it Donovan in St. Clair County expose another person to the
is too broad and poorly worded. Circuit Court this spring, ac- disease, which means the jury
He said the law violates the cording to documents submitted must determine if the defendant
defendant's constitutional right by Bonelli. That case is being knew he or she was infected.
to due process and the constitu- appealed to the State Supreme Also, it discourages people from
tional ban on bills of attainder - Court in November.
being tested, he added.
laws aimed at a specific group
Even though the ruling does
"As it is enacted, if a person
or person.
not apply in Coles County Cir- doesn't know they are HIV pos"Certainly the state has an cuit Court, Waller took note of itive, there is an absolute
interest in maintaining the it.
defense to criminality," he said.
"It seems to me, if the statute
health of its citizens," Bonelli
Staff writer
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Going into a packed University Ballroom at
the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union, his
entrance acknowledged what had been circulating for the last few days. Beginning Jan. 1,
1993, David L. Jorns will become the seventh
president in Eastern's history.
The meeting was a sight to see. After being
unanimously voted in by the Board of Governor's board of trustees, Jorns gave a victorious slap on the table before turning around,
shaking hands and embracing some ·of the
more than 600 students and faculty that came
to witness the inauguration.
:·Eastern Illinois Univ~r- - - - - - - s1ty 1s one of the finest mlitutions I've ever kn~wn;'-" Jorns said. "It is an
i~sfltution with a great "tradition of excellence
and an extraordinary future ahead of it and I am
delighted to be able to come to this institution
at this time. I
very, very glad and happy to
be here today."
With the withdrawal of candidate Hilda Richards from the search, it became more obvious
than ever that Jorns was the university's overwhelming favorite.
By far it was jorns that made the greatest
impression during the on-campus interviews.
One of the few people who o~tlined a specific
plan of action, Northern Kentucky University's
provost and vice president for academic affairs
said he was dedicated in increasing the value of
the Eastern diploma, as well as the quality of
the school.
.. -191?.$-~i~o.~tre~seqatfentTorr tg: mmorities,
callfng-ttiem afi ''untapped resource" for colleges and universities and said he would be
interested in sending Eastern minority students
throughout the state to boost their enrollment.
But what we hope for the new Eastern president is that his celebration will subside after a
few days and his plans.to revitalize the university with new ideas and attitude will begin. Even
though Eastern' s Vice President for Academic
Affairs Barbara Hill will play the role of president until January, the next three months will
be critical for jorns to learn this campus - from
its faculty and its students.
Congratulations President jorns, 1t was a job
well earned. But get ready, the real work is yet
to come.

Campus activists like sheep to slaught
Ing toward the foundation of a solid political platfom\
Both national political parties are
a collection of usually drunk state delegates and
painting a rose-colored path for
using the convention as an escape from their h
the future of the youth of this
possibly spouses - and as an excuse to drink ex
nation.
and grope each other.
The facts are that neither Bill
Family values indeed.
Clinton or George Bush are going
Why make a blind effort to even mask this bucket-I
to guide this nation, let alone the
youth of it, out of the political and
of GOP propaganda?
Why doesn't Rose and his band of junior political
social muck that we now find ourIng heads just write "Four more years, four more
selves deeply rooted into our colfour more years" until their ears bleed or their rapidly
lective knees.
Ing fingers are bloody stumps?
We as a nation, not as political ).A.
"As I stepped off the plane into the hot sun,"
parties, should be addressing our Winders
said. "I was filled with a sense of the unknown."
problems and not painting over
Obviously this feeling of "unknown" has existed in
them with fairy tales as to what an exciting future we
hold as a nation. The problem is nobody realizes this - at for quite some time, for what he saw as a com
together of unified ideas of the youth of this nation
least nobody in the national and or campus spotlight.
Our local university Democrat and Republican organi- only held within the walls of the Astrodome.
What I saw was the whole story from both the I
zations are offering nothing more than memorized and
recited press releases stinking more of a church and out.
I watched the events from the inside unfold - not
Christmas pageant than an issue discussion forum.
Sheep - every damn one of them without a single the same beverage-sipping-GOP-flesh-pressing v
point Rose saw it from, but I saw it nevertheless.
independent thought involved.
They attack columnists in The Daily Eastern Ne'WS for also saw the events unfold in the designated pr
supporting "the other guy's candidate." They barb back zone across the street from the Astrodome complex.
Those Rose-colored glasses from the inside saw
and forth in The News about "Your candidate sucks"
answered only with a response on the same level as, beauty, caring and good. While outside yout
protesters - obviously not the youth Rose spoke to
"Oh well, your candidate sucks more."
Entertaining banter for the reader but non-productive still youth of this nation - were rallying for all causes.
They openly expressed their disdain for what Bush
for for the reader's future.
A perfect example of a wishy-washy junior political done to their generation and the hope of the en
nation. They were not all there to endorse Slick
talklng head ap~ed In the Sept, 17 Dmes-Courler.
Charleston High School graduate and now University. Qinton or anybody for that matter - they were
of Illinois student, T. Chapin Rose wrote a piece for the enCtorse change and a bettering of.the existence of alL
Perhaps Rose and our band of campus mou
dally opinion page. It was quite the little "Bush in 1992"
could take a lesson from the"youth" as to what the
press release for all to enjoy and follow.
He spoke of his trip the Republican National Con- of change is - not strictly a change In political party
vention and how the party was .so In touch with the ership as they endorse, but a change in overall attl
Once the election is over, no matter the victors,
youth of today.
· Brief one sentence quotes from a "cross-section" of the situations are still the same, all of our campus
this nation's youth.
ocrats and Republicans could attempt to depro
what they have been taught and look at what should
Obey, obey, but don't believe a damn word of it.
I also went to the convention - not on the same GOP learned.
propaganda program format that Rose did but as a jour- ].A. Winders is verge editor and a regular col
nalist covering the convention.
It was not a collection of unified political masses work- rorlhe Daily Eastern News.
J

Editorial .

am

Be not afraid of greatness:
· • some are born great, some
~ltll achieve greatness, and some
' have greatness thrust upon
them.
L

,

William Shakespeare

Your turn ...
Anyone can be a victim of domestic abuse. Abuse comes in many
forms. Parents may attack their children or each other. Children may
abuse their sisters and brothers.
Grown children may attack their parents or grandparents.
Many people stereotype who are
victims or say that victims dese1Ve it
because they don't leave. These people do not realize that domestic violence has no boundaries. It affects
the very young to the very old,
males and females and all dasses of
people. It occurs in all racial and religious groups. Domestic violence
does not discriminate.
Domestic violence affects the
entire family, not just the victim.
Often children grow up to become
·abusers. The cyde must be stopped.
The first step in trying to end a
problem is awareness. More people
need to become aware and educate
thems;lves, abot,1t the facts of do-

Abuse can only
stop with help
from others
Dear editor:
Many people return to their home
after a long day of work or school to
relax and enjoy their free time. They
believe they are coming home to a
safe place in which they may lock
out the troubles of the wortd as well
those who might do them harm.
Many Americans see this as just a
dream. To many people home is not
a haven. Rather. it is a place where
the people who hurt them are members of their own family or are their
partners. For too many people, the
house is not considered a true home
because domestic violence occurs
within Its walls.
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mestic abuse rather than blaming
victims. Next month is " Dom
Violence Awareness Month."
many it may be the first time
allow themselves to believe that
can really do something to help
domestic violence abuse. We
work to stop abuse.
One way to help end dom
violence is to become involved
the Coalition Against Dome
Violence. The coalition works
crease community awareness
provide advocacy and support
ectly to victims of domestic vi
It takes a wide variety of peo
addition to the Coalition Ag
Domestic Violence staff. to
eliminate domestic violence.
The people who take steps
yond awareness - who donate
time, energy and resources invaluable, not only to the vi
but also to our society.
Gina
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immy John~s owner testifies
y John Liautaud, co-owner
Jimmy John's Gourmet Sandh Shops, told a Champaign
unty jury Wednesday he beed all the sex acts that occurred
een him and a woman last
· g were consensual, a newspareported Thursday.
ccording to a report published
the Champaign News-Gazette,
utaud - on trial for four counts
criminal sexual assault - took
stand Wednesday and testified
rything that occurred between
and a 23-year-old former
ployee April 3 happened betn two consenting adults.
The newspaper, said Liautaud,
of Urbana and co-owner of the
·n with a Charleston location,
rmed the fact that he and the
an had gone out on five or six
asions before the alleged inci-

dent occurred.
His testimony came after the
woman testified Tuesday that
their's was a relationship of
"friendly acquaintances" and that
Liautaud forced sexual contact.
Defense attorney J. Steven
Beckett rested his case following
Liautaud's testimony, and Judge
J.G. Townsend continued the case
until Friday, the News-Gazette said.
Champaign County Assistant
State's Attorney Elizabeth Dobson
also rested her case.
Liautaud admitted he and the
woman did engage in "some kissing and some petting" on their drive
back to his residence from the
restaurant where they had eaten.
Before the outing and after,
Liautaud and the woman had several drinks. They returned to his
home later to meet two other men
and drank more.
The woman said in her Tuesday
testimony that she began· to feel
I

"tipsy" from the alcohol and decided not to drive home.
The two men testified that, at
about 1 a.m., Liautaud told all three
he was tired and asked the woman
if she would like to spend the night.
She agreed. It is from this point forward in the testimony where the
accounts conflict about vital details.
After dressing for bed, Liautaud
said the woman left his room and
he "thought the night was over," the
News-Gazette reported. However,
he testified that she returned to his
room later and, when asked, said
she would like to sleep with him.
He testified that sleeping with him
didn't necessarily mean having sex.
He went onto describe various sex
acts that allegedly occurred.
The woman testified that she
protested the alleged act but didn't
fight Liautaud because she was
afraid he would hurt her. Liautaud
testified she never told him to stop.
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SUSAN KIEL
.
• '{.i.A•t. -:.· •·J "'cost of $3.179.'·· :_. ~ · ''
·, J .' •• ·
., · -.
nt government editor · -: 111"'~! /
'J"'~ '):;'101 ~ •·• ' 'Both items were passed by the board with no ques,
·. ·
tions.
The Board also approved BOG Chancellor Thomas
Barbara Hill, provost and vice president of academic
airs, was named by the Board of Governors · Layzell's fiscal year 1994 budget recommendations.
ursday as Eastern's acting president until Eastern's Layzell proposed to the board that the system budget
w president, David Jorns, takes office.
request for next year be over $2.33 million, reflecting a
Jorns' term will become effective on Jan. 1, 1993.
6.6 percent increase over the current budget.
"I'm very pleased to be named acting president,"
'This increase is the lowest we've requested in my
· I said. "I'm looking forward to the months ahead memory," Layzell said. "I tried to make our needs balworking in that capacity."
ance with the state's financial situation."
Hill said the announcement of her appointment was
In other business, the Board approved a resolution
t a surprise.
·
that made the BOG a member of netlllinois.
"Chancellor (Thomas) Layzell approached me prior
Netlllinois is a new not-for-profit corporation whose
the meeting and asked me if I would be willing to purpose is to advance research and education at all levld the position until the new president was able to els in Illinois by assisting the exchange of information
me," Hill said. "I'm sure I'll be in close contact with by high-speed data communications and related
vid Jorns during the next months to establish goals telecommunications.
d work toward;; thHs~9a}s."
Other netlllinois members include the University of
Also at the meeting, the BOG approved expenditure . Illinois in Champaign, Bradley University in Peoria,
oil1111'endations of two purchase items submitted on Northwestern University in Evanston, and the Illinois
half of Eastern by Hill.
State Library in Springfield.
The purchase items approved were a quantity of up
"When I first looked at this1list I thought, boy, we're
32,500 undergraduate catalogs for 1993-94, with a in some impressive company," Layzell said. "The more
ost not to exceed $38,000, and the reprinting of I thought about it, the more I thought, so are they."
dmissions Office Viewbook and envelopes with a
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• THIRSTY'S
•••••••

FRI

SAT

BEER WAR
DRAFTS-25¢

PITCHERS - $2.00
ALL LONGNECKS - $1.00

FRI - 4 -0 'CLOCK CLUB

FRE-E.--. . ·

Subs·-·•-.~ _ ·-=. L• <'' ;:;>..,""1

I

&··... -,

Hot Dogs

SATURDAY NIGHT
THIRSTY'S GREAT

SCOOTER GIVEAWAY

Advertise
Advertise

DRAWING 12 A.M. (MUST BE PRESENT TO WIN)

Advertise
1\.dvertise

MILL.Best

$33.00

Nat Lt. ------$36.00

The Daily Eastern News

LARGE or Small,
Try Them ALL!
Jerry's Pizza & Pub
345-2844

r----------, r-----.- ----,

Large Single 1 1 Small Single 1
: Ingredient Pizza : : Ingredient Pizza :
1 & Quart of Coke 1 1 & Quart of Coke 1
1

: $7.95 : : $5.95 :
: Delivered 345-2844: : Delivered 345-2844 :
L- -

~~~ 2..°~:!f~-

·"·

~"'··' ·V. f "'') '"'l'.1;1-..
I
J
(.

- .J L---~E~!E~~--.J

r----------, r----------,

Small Two
1
Large Two
1 1
Ingredient Pizza 1 1 Ingredient Pizza 1
: & Quart of Coke : : &-Quart of Coke :

1
1

: $9.25 : : $6.95 :
: Delivered 345-2844: : Delivered 345-2844 :
Expir~~ , 10/1 /92
.J
L - - ~~~ J.:>12_1:_: _ - .J

L----------
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Bands will
compete
at O'Brien
Stadi'um

.~C?l.
U!Aat~~

Hours I a.m. • 11 p.m.
Delivery Weekdays 11 a.m. • I p.m. I 4 p.m. • 11 p&
Weekends 11 a.m. • 11 p.m.

All the stuff you can eat at Joey's Pl

By STEPHANIE CARROLL
Staff writer

Red Hot Chicago Dogs

Eastern will host the 17th annual
marching band competition this
Saturday at O'Brien Stadium.
"The public schools, for the past
several years, have used marching
band competitions as a means of
keeping in touch with other schools
in the state of Illinois," said Dick
Barta, competition coordinator ll!ld
professor of music at Eastern. "It's
kind of a cross between music,
which in itself is not competitive,
and a competitve form of the
music. It's a little like a mini- drum
and bugle corp competition."
In comparison to other years,
there is a standard amount of
entrants. Only 32 bands are allowed to compete and 29 entered
for this year. One high school
marching band dropped out leaving
a total of 28 competing schools.

BREAKFAST
7 Days A Week
Complete Breakfast
menu!
including:
•
•
•
•

~sELL

~=~1n~-{}f ttfmots.

20oz. Drinks ........................ 79~
8 oz. Coffee .........................
Iced Tea-Coke-Diet Coke-Sprite

WE DELIVER.

Fridav nite: PRE-PARTYuntil 10:30!
-*free food
* play trivia
*win t-shirts
Saturday Specials:
QB's (Lite and MGD)
$1.50 pitchers
All bottles only $1

SHORT

It's the 1 for $1 deal!
The Daily Eastern News

''

will run your

"There is an unwritten series of
events that most of these bands go
to, starting with the regional contest," Barta said. "Ultimately (the
competing bands) getting into a
larger and larger scheme so that at
the end of October, that event is
seen as the grand championship.
We are among the first of the larger competitions in the state of
Illinois."
Individual parts of each band's
performance will be judged by
eight judges, and those scores will
be combined to form a final composite score. While scores are
being tallied and the awards are
being prepared, Eastern's Panther
Band will perform in exhibition.
Trophies will be awarded to the
outstanding bands and to the top
performances in five separate categories including drum majors,
percussion units and auxiliary
units. Eastern will also award
three special trophies for outstanding performances during the
competition.
Barta expects a large turnout.
"If we have a good day, we can
estimate, considering the students
in the bands and the people who
will follow them, that we will
have in the neighborhood of 5,000
people in the stands."
The first band, a high school
from Oblong, will take the field at
9 a.m., and competition will run
until 5:45 p.m. Eastern's Panther
Band will perform at the end of
the competition, with the awards
distribution immediately after.
Admission is $3 for adults, $2
for students (with ID) and free for
_

Fries ...................................
Cheese Fries ......................
Mozzarella Sticks ..............
Onion Rings ......................
Brownies ............................
Cinnamon Rolls ................. 1

Mother's

SAVE LONG'

Dick Barta
competition director

~ ...... ~.

Nine Inch Sandwiches

"There's no place like Mom's on the Weekend!"

IMPROVE
YOUR
CASH ST.OCK

~)JQQ~Jn.

L ...

Gyro ..........................."
Hamburger ....................
Cheeseburger .................
Double Burger ...............
Chicken Breast ...............

University Village, Charleston, IL
345-2466

''

• ...

Other Sandwiches
1.99
2.39
2.09
2.09
2.39
1.29

Italian Beef ....................... 3.09
Italian Sausage ................. 2.49
Combo Beef & Sausage .... 3.59
Meatball ........................... 2.49
Polish Sausage ................. 2.89
Philly Cheese Steak .......... 3.59
• Peppers-Cheese-Red Sauce
25~ Extra

7th and Madison 345-7427

The public schools,
for the past several
years, have used
marching band competitions a~ a means
of keeping in touch

~hool"C'hiktre~

Pancakes
Omelettes
Huevos Rancheros
much more!

Chicago Dog .....................
Double Dog .....................
Cheese Dog .....................
Chili Dog ..........................
Cheese & Chili Dog ...........
Com Dog .........................
All Dogs include Fries

.....

FOR SALE
CLASSIFIED AD
for 1 day for $1 *
•10 words ONE DAY is $1.00

Not All Large Pizzas are 1611 ••• Like Ours.
Not All Medium Pizzas are 1411 ••• Like Ours.
Not All Small Pizzas are 1211 . . . Like Ours.

•
I

--------------------------------(

I
I

SMALL (12") )

( MEDIUM (14") )

- I
I

(

LARGE (16") )

I
I

: THIN CRUST : THIN CRUST .: THIN CRUST :
: CHEESE PIZZA : CHEESE PIZZA : CHEESE PIZZA :

! S3.99~ ! S4.99~ ! S5.99:: !
: Each addltlonal topping 60¢ :
1
1

~tears
pizza

1

Each addltlonal topping 91¢ : Each addltlonal topping $1.11 :

~tears
pizza

1

~ntcars
pmzza

chal1eston
chal1es1on
I 909 18th
street
=ij 1 909 18th
street
=ij 1 909 chal1eston
18th street
=ij
I 348-7515 ~ : 348-7515 ~ : 348-7515 ~
I
I
I
I
Good thru 9/27192.
I
Good thru 9/27192.
I
Good thru 9/27192.
I Please present coupon when paying.
Please present coupon when paying.
Please present coupon when paying.

I

:
I

-........:.... • ...-:!"! "":"'...

I

Carry-Out or Delivery!
32

oz_ SOFT DR!ft!K... JLJST $1.~9

:I
I
I
I
I
I
1·
I
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It's Julie

By Angenette McDaniel

Grumpy Duck

By Paul Wiemerslage

G.D. (MR' ID)Co~m1t1ts
l.f{S WOO•~ OF J""111-1t. .. .

J:'LI.. str Rlb\.lT' lllOl<l Yoofu.
Al-L SA'/!l>lv ;''So~GllYS
IVILL Do f\Ntrflll'IG If rH£k
~l..EPr ALorlf Fo~ A Mor-trll.

HtY HO r MAMA !I
I

CQli"\ME. ~M£-A

Yo' LOVJN!.'

must

Chucktown

By Rich Bird
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Assuming his wife did it,
enters.
The room is littered with
Movie: "It's Alive" 1973
The story begins in a quaint up doctors and nurses (at
little suburban town as the Davis 20 - must have been a d"
family is happily expecting their delivery).
We see deep concern
second baby. The ball gets rolling
right away as Mrs. Davis goes our hero's face (he frowns).
into labor, displaying her incredi- must be disappointed that
ble acting ability by rolling over in son has chosen ripping up
bed and murmuring "It's time," tors as a hobby, as opp
in her husband's ear. They drive something healthy like f
sedately to the hospital, stalk As the rug-rat escapes th
silently in, and calmly inform the the ceiling screaming, a
iooks after it, stating with a
nurse: 'Tm having a baby."
Once she is in bed however, of Holmes-like deduction:
Mrs. Davis begins to show how something small."
The rest of the movie ·
giving birth must be the equivalent of having an explosive brain orgy of high-camp, hila
murder scenes, and extre
tumor.
She thrashes around, grunts low-key acting.
Mr. Davis is plagued
"You won't feel trapped like last
time, will you?" to her husband, press. They must have
and spends the majority of her cameras planted in the h
time expressing pain by trying to because the news announ
shove her chin into her chest. about the killer bundle of ·
Her thoughtful husband leaves on the radio as soon as he
her (probably to get some quiet), in his car.
Separated from the cops
and we are treated to some
inane and totally inappropriate urally), Mr. Davis finds
waiting-room' jabber between bugger in a dark corner.
some' expectant husbanclS.16 • n1 kid~ s fangs and blood-s
'suddenly rev uf,
Tragically, the Davis' have for- face
gotten a cardinal rule of horror paternal instincts, so he
films. You should never take birth the brat and makes a run
control pills, because they never The cops give chase,
work, and they invariably cause down the baby while the
mutant, face-ripping babies.
blubber.
But this movie is not ·
Mrs. Davis is rushed to the
delivery room, and by now the boo-scary epilogue.
viewer can detect something is
The parents are le
wrong, although the clues are police car just as the I'
very subtle. She shrieks: "I gets off the police radi
KNOW something is wrong, it's looks at the couple and
not like the last one," and 'TM pans the film's chilling
TRYING TO COOPERATE," "Another one's been
while the soundtrack adds an Seattle."
appropriate "Uh-oh."
They drive off. The
Hearing screams, Mr. Davis : rewindsthe.mpe,µ4th,.
runs·-to the tleliwi:y room justiian ing rMP1 hiscspioo) andi
time to see a doctor run out and in his throat. Seattle
collapse with his face ripped off. wet their pants.
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YOUTH
wtROVAL TRUX Presented by StarCourse

217 Lincoln
345-PENS (7367)

University of Illinois _F_R_io_A_v__......_,...........__

Fax-345-6602
*Parcel Shipping*
*Fax Service*

TIM( Tt1fAT~(. 3.00~
AllS'Downtown Malloon • 258·8228

BelONllpm

WHOOPI GOLDBERG
No Sex.
No Booze. /

-

217-333-0457

SUNDAY•jSPcECJAt," :rv

1 01
.J

··:- " Free Thick Crust on Any Size Pizza
Double Cheese Included
l.25 savings on small
1. 7 5 savings on medium
2. 25 savings on large

fl

•

j

expires ( lll/31/92)
OPEN DAILY 4 p.m.-1 a.m./2a.m. on weekends
1600 Lincoln 345-3400
*not valid with any other offer

OTouchstonc Pictures
TOUCHSTONE PICTUllllES

FRI/SAT 5:15, 7:15, 11:15
SAT/SUN MATINEE 2:30P.M.
SUNTOTHURSNITE 5:1517:15

C1~~Ml J

Downtown Mattoon • 258·8228

~mtlfllecomefller

·~;Q.0...__
llelON6pm

HONEYMOON
IN VEGAS JPG·lll

Dine-in and Delivery

Now S11ow1NG!

FRI/SAT 5:00, 7:00 ll9i>O
SAT/SUN MATINEE 2:15 P.M.
SUN TO THURS NITE 5:00 & no

FRI/SAT 5:00, 72' & 112'
SAT/SUN MATINEE 2:30 P.M. SUN TO THURS NITE 5:00 & 7'2/J

BILLY

Black Comedy... IPG·ul

CRYSTA

FRI/SAT NITE 7:15 ANO 9:15
SAT/SUN MATINEE 2:15 P.M.
SUN TO THURS NITE 7:15 ONLY

Now J11ow1N6l

~NfORGIVE~
WARNER BROS.

~

IFRI/SAT NITE 7:00 ANO 9:30

[!!!

\SAT/SUN MATINEE 2:00 P.M. ·
·SUN TO THURS NITE .7:00

• 2B ON THE VERGE OF THE WEEKEND

SNEAKERS
A UMVERSAL PICTURE

IPG·taj

FRI/SAT 4:30. 7:00 & 9:30
SAT/SUN MATINEE 2:00 P.M.
SllN TO THURS NITE 4:30 & 7:00

MR. SATURDAY
[!!!

.NIGHT

~=

FRI/SAT NITE 4:45, 7:15, lll40
SAT/SUN MATINEE2:15P.M.
SUN TO THURS NITE'41'5 & 7:111
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when I say that it will sound
more Midwestern."
His continual slow and contemplative speech made it difficult to decipher the difference
between a pause of thought
ANA - Narrowly avoid- and a natural pause.
what could have been con"I guess - I don't want to use
a major appendage loss the word friendlier because I
's nation, storyteller Garri- think people in the rest of the
Keillor has finally found his country are darn friendly - I
"
think it will sound a bit more
The host of the show has down to earth," he finally conn back his legs as a story- eluded.
," Keillor said, " and he is
Not wishing to cast disparagagain telling stories every ing remarks upon any particular
"
region of this country , he
e "American Radio Com- relayed thoughts not so much
" is a two-hour Keillor-lead of the effects of the location
rsion into the realms of directly upon the show but
sic radio variety shows upon himself, the host.
h at one time pervaded
"The person that they heard
home in this land.
host the show three years ago
he audio spotlight shines had spent all of his week in
week onto the music of Manhattan and then had taken
jazz-flavored Coffee Club the Number Three Broadway
estra lead by director Rob Express to Brooklyn - had ridr to a star-filled guest line- den the subway over to the
to assorted comedy sketches show," Keillor said. "I believe
ormed by Keillor's compa- I'll be a little bit calmer here."
Also a fixture which is a
I--!e !3I)Visions_bpt)1 th~ pr9~.,
comedJavorit~,i~ ,._,K§~llott'-$ gram and l}is personal outlook
"The News fro'm Lake as perhaps "a little less edgy
gon."
and a little less erotic."
His company is partially
The title of his written work
e up of the talented likes of "Leaving Home" is now not
dway sweetheart Ivy Austin only the focus of his fiction but
sound effects/character of his existence.
"When you have been away
man Tom Keith.
e variety program will be from a place for five years,
urning after a two-year which is the case for me,"
nee from WILL-FM radio Keillor related, "it seems new to
ing Oct. 10. The program you and so many of the ghosts
air on Saturday evenings at that float around in a place
n WILL-FM 90.9, the same where one has lived for 40will then be repeated on some years have mostly dissiay afternoons at 2.
pated."
"People at that hour on
Being a self-admitted "peris the first in a two-part
Keillor interview

illrP&V.igfiX~1.-%t~:J1 JiJI9u~1 sh2'Vt-11-'f~~h .~H1~?-v~1:ia'i,ti,~e. 1loor
r?he:>SatuJ.Qt 1,1'1it:l!L1<1ate-trnehom

slot, "sometimes literally."
The program was "nixed"
m the WILL radio airwaves
to financial cutbacks and
trictions at the station. But
ks to an audience response
violent outcries and numers expressed outrages, the
· of the masses outweighed
strangle-hold grip of the
ces.
"Not that many stations
e the fold," he barbed. "But
ill be good to be back on
"
"The show is settling in
11nesot<l fo.r t,h.i; eiils.60,....
or said of the recent rl!fu'r
m New York following last
n. "I suspect it will sound
little bit more Midwestern
from the show that people
rd back in 1989 or 1990,
ich originated entirely from
klyn, New York."
In explanation to the term
idwestern," he paused
mentarily to search for a
· ition to his statement.
"I don't know what I mean

eatt~ sense•ui • gunt,' .ne1 r
sees the return home to be a
personal washing and regeneration of himself.
"Living in one place over a
long period of time, one accumutates a long list of sins and
as you drive .around town and
you are reminded of them and
the people that you wronged,
disappointed or betrayed."
"After five years, you find
that you are mostly forgiven in your own mind anyway. And
you come back fresh, and yet
you still know where the restaurants are and you still have a
• Qent~ 1'9U can. fir~d your

. way:..fn>1:p-~e;patt."Of~towrr ta

another," he cofltinued.
A comfort which comes
from familiarity.
"I now own a chainsaw for
the first time in my life. I now
have a good double-bladed
axe," he chimed with almost
frightening glee. "I didn't have
one of those in New York - I'm
sure they're legal in New York."
A comfort which comes
from familiarity with an edge.

ewLARGELenu
ew LOWER.rlces
Buffet with All Entrees
features All U Can
Eat Shrimp

·Receive FREE SOfT

DRINK WITH ANY
DINNJ,R ORDER
(just Show Student l.D.)

·ng Sun. thru Thur. 11 a.m. to 9 p.m.
·ng Fri. &. Sat. 11 a.m. to 10 p.m.

...,._,<"-="',...,. l i l _ __

POND EROS~

234-3441 •
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After informing all of his
proud woodland purchases, it
would appear that Keillor might
be "an outdoors person."
"Oh heavens no," he
exclaimed out of a combination
of fright and apprehension. "To
me the outdoors are full ofterror, that's where Hansel and
Grettel were almost killed. I like
to look at it from a safe vantage
point. I never did well in Boy
Scouts."
With a new home base, a
fresh outlook, and a handsome
array of woodland weaponry,
Keillor eyes the golden ring of
radio airwave entertainment.
In theory he visions "that
they (the audience) will listen
carefully and that they will find
the program illuminating and
that it is truthful and that it
stands up for the right and the
good and the beautiful."
"But I don't know if we will
actually measure up to that," he
concluded with a humored sigh.
"I hope that we will catch
them with a few things," he ,.
said.of his plans. '
In addition to his radio and
television program commitments, Keillor is currently at
work on a book tentatively
titled "The Book of Guys."
"I think that the men's
movement is wildly comic," he
chuckled. "But these are stories
about men who didn't fit into
the men's movement because
they are a different breed of
men. They are the men we
refer to as guys - not all men
are guys."
This book is "my read on
that."
Following a series of planned
pauses and intentional stumbles, the ob\lious question as to
the difference between guys
and men was raised.
"I knew if I paused long
enough somebody would ask
that question," he dryly added.
"I think that guys are with
fewer pretensions and the others are able to put on a public
face, who psychically wear a
suit of armor. Guys are just who
they are, they come without all
those defenses."
"There is no mistaking them
(guys)," he said firmly. "They
wouldn't know how to lie to
you.
Keillor, even though he has
. admittedly become ".adept at
. ly\ng," still remttii)s a_.g~ ,
among guys. Combined with
his recently discovered "legs"
and a swift return to WILL ,
Keillor shall continue to prove
each week to the "down to
earth" Midwestern people of
Central Illinois that he is quite a
"guy."
Next Week: Mr. Keillor
goes to Washington

CONTEST

"FAKE THE BIG

"0"

$Prizes For
Top 3 Finishers

Over the years Superman,
arguably the most widely recognizable comic book hero in
the world, has gone through a
number of changes - his character has been completely
revamped, he has become
engaged to Lois Lane and he
has witnessed the death of
arch-enemy Lex Luthor.
None of these changes,
however, is as drastic - or as
permanent - as the change
destined for the Man of Steel
in "Superman" No. 75.
On Nov. 18, the shelf date
for issue No. 75, the world's
most powerful boy scout will
die.
According to DC Comics'
publicity manager Martha
Thomases, Superman's enhanced strength, heat vision
and near invulnerability will
not be enough to save him
from a to-the-death battle with
Doomsday, a new villain who
will be introduced in "Man of
Steel" No. 18 which will hit
the shelves in October.
Thomases said although
the complete story details are
not available yet because the
issues have not been fully
scripted, the Doomsday storyline will run through all four
Superman titles and will feature the speechless villain set
on a path of destruction
through Metropolis.
Although Superman will
battle the villain throughout
the series, Thomases said the
two "pretty much beat each
'9ile"ti&Mi8~
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of energy," she added.
The final few issues of each
of Superman's four monthly
series will deal with the aftermath of Doomsday's rampage
and how the city of
Metropolis reacts to Superman's death.
Will the death of Superman
mean that the general public
will finally discover that mildmannered reporter Clark Kent
is the Man of Steel's alter
ego?
"No," says Thomases.
"There's so much destruction in Metropolis that everyone just sort of assumes Clark
is among those buried in the
rubble."
Another question that
springs to mind is just how
permanent is death for a
Kryptonian?
"We don't know what
death means to a Kryptonian," Superman editor Mike
Carlin told the trade publication "Advance Comics."
"Never say we wouldn't kill
Superman, never say we
wouldn't bring him back."
"There's always hope," he
added.
While Superman's eventual
return to the comics' world is
more than likely, many people
are wondering why DC would
kill off a hero who has been
fighting crime for the company since 1938.
"(The Superman editorial
and writing staff) just wanted
to look at what the world
would be like without Superman," Thomases said. "Look
at al\ the fuss over this - obviously the world wants him."
"This demonstrates how
important he is to the culture," she added. "There are
very few characters - maybe
Batman, Wonder Woman or
Spider-Man - whose death
would receive this kind of
reaction."
DC, however, may have
another motive for the murder.
Although the company has
been flooded with angry calls
and letters , Carlin told the
Chicago Tribune that "kids
are saying - 'Kill him, who

cares?"'
"Most of the readers upset
with us are older, " Carlin
added.
The truth is, Superman
sales are in a slump. According to the "Comics
Buyer's Digest," last month's _
issue of "Superman" was
89 .5 percent behind Marvel
Comics' "Uncanny X-Men,"
Marvel's most popular ongoing title, in comic book sales.
In Diamond Comic Distributors' list of the top 100
selling titles sold in the month
of August, Superman's four
titles were ranked numbers
91, 97, 98 and 100.
~.-....----.-· ~
While Marvel Comics could
Rest in peace Man of Steel
probably be justly accused as
the murderer of Superman,
Marvel's publicity manager
Pamela Rutt refused to return
any calls for comment.
Although the rumors of
Superman's demise have been
spreading for months, Martha
Thomases, DC Comics' publicity manager, said the story
went public "before we were
ready."
Thomases said a reporter
for New York Newsday saw a
distributor's sheet with information about Superman's
death approximately two
months ago and published a
small story about it based on
the information from the distributor's sheet.
Thomases went on to
explain that a distributor's
sheet is sent to many comic
book stores months in adNothing tops the copper top - except for maybe that
vance with information con- Energizer battery rabbit after the mass public sees Dura
cerning upcoming issues. This new print ad campaign..
_
1
sheet allows comic book
The full-page, brighfiy-colored ad features a grin
stores to decide approximately Superman (apparently he doesn't know he's about to die)
how many copies of each ripping apart thick chains as if they were yesterday's editio
issue they would like to order The Daily Planet.
and how many the comic
A caption bar across the ad boldly states, "He runs like
companies need to print, on Duracell." Oops.
Thomases said.
"You're kidding me," was a Duracell publicity secretary's
"After the story started action when told about the ad. "I hope they bring him bac
breaking, everything got sort life."
of nuts."
Lisa Tassone of Olgilvie and Masser, Duracell's advert'
Thomases said although representative, said the company had no knowledge that
Superman will "more than Comics was planning to kill the Man of Steel in Nove
likely" return to the comic when they were granted rights to the character. Tassone re
book world, fans won't see any further comment concerning the ad.
him in the funny books until
The bottom of the ad features a line reading, "Duracell
at least next March.
teries. Nothing lasts longer."
Nothing except EverReady, Energizer, Everlast. ..

-
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tudent reaction mixed on presidential announcement
tudents showed mixed reactions to the
d of Governors' announcement of David
as the seventh president in the history
tern.
s Jorns stepped in the doorway of the
'versity Ballroom in the Martin Luther
Jr. University Union, a crowd of more
600 faculty, staff and students greeted
with the spirit of a high school pep rally.
t of all the choices, Joms seemed like
best," said Kevin Dunham, a senior
h communication major.
oms, along with Mary Willams Burger
John Idoux, interviewed with board
s just hours prior to the Thursday afterannouncement.
All of the candidates were pretty qualified

HINA88
THE BEST
CHINESE FOOD
IN TOWN!
TRY SUNDAY LUNCH
BUFFET
Sesame Beef
ONLY$4.50
11 :00AM-2:00PM
WEEKEND DINNER
uffet only $6.99 plus tax
1140 Lincoln
348-1232

Sunday-Thursday
11 am-9 pm
_j. l
Friday 11 am-10 pm ~
Saturday 3 pm-10 pm

(fl\
PANTHER

-

LOUNGE
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25¢
DRAFT

Home of
Real Beer
&.
Good Eats
Friday Specials
Samuel Adams
Lager
50¢ off
All Day
Happy Hour Food
Specials
Steak K-bobs
Bulfalo

Wings

and I can't criticize (the choice)," said Joe
Martin, a senior sociology major, who said
that he has been keeping up with the presidential search.
Martin was not the only student who was
interested in the future of Eastern. "I thought
the search was done well, and I got a lot
information (on the presidential search) from
The Daily Eastern News," said Cynthia
Reynolds, a sophomore elementary education
major.
Reynolds added, "I approve of the decision."
"I was at all of the interviews and he
(Jorns) came across as the one who was in
touch with the university the best," said Amy
Jobin, student body executive vice president.
"He (Jorns) seems to be in favor of the students and has asked to come to some Student
Senate meeting," Jobin added.
Not all students were as well informed on

the -presidential search ·as Martin and
Reynolds.
Rob Zschau, a junior chemistry major, said
he did not really care about the selection
because "the students were not really
involved in the decision." Although Zschau
was impartial to the decision, he said the new
president "should pay attention to what (students) need and want. We are what makes the
university what it is."
"Jorns doesn't affect me at all," said freshman Mark Meyer. "Due to the apathy of the
students, many did not care unless they were
involved (in the selection)."
Some Eastern students, like Janet Clair,
were looking to the possibility of a female
president. "Overall I would have preferred a
woman president," said Clair, a graduate student in historical administration.
Tracy Tage was in agreement with Clair. "I
would have preferred a woman being select-

ed by the BOG. I don't think he (Joms) will
affect me as a student unless he makes a lot
of changes on campus," said Tage, a sophomore pre-business major.
Overall, most were happy with he selec·
tion and the announcement of E m's sev
enth president.
"I was happy with the overall pi 1cess - bu
it was lengthy and it should have been quicker," said one student who requested not to be
named.
The level of student participation in the
search was evident in the number of individuals who attended the on-campus interviews.
"Overall, I was pleased with the turnout. We
had recognition from all areas of campus,"
said Blake Wood, student member of the
campus search committee.

-Liz O'Neill, Brian Huchel and Christine
Starr contributed to this story.

PROFESSIONAL
PACKAGES. YOU CHOOSE
DESIGN, TYPESTYLE AND
PAPER. PATTON PRINTING,
418
W.
LINCOLN,
CHARLESTON. 345-6331 .
..,,...,....,,.,..,..~~~-=--~~12/11
CASH FOR GOLD-DIAMONDSGUNS-TV-VCRS-MOST ANYTHING OF VALUE. ALSO GLEASON ' S COMPUTER SHOP ,
NEW AND USED COMPUTER
SYSTEMS, ACCESSORIES AND
SOFTWARE. BUY, SELL AND
TRADE. UPTOWN ON SQUARE,
WEST SIDE. 348-1011. PAWN
SHOP
~--=--~--=,...--~ 12111
T's Expert Keys . Typing. Free
pick-up
and
delivery
in
Charleston. Same day service
available. Call 348-0627
,...,..----,.-----~--9/25
Need a paper typed? Call Carla
at 581-3068 . Charge-$1 per
page.
-=-:--c--,..-----,.,----.,....,---9/25
Child care offered in my home or
yours. Alternate hours during the
day & evening. Call Jennifer
Trenkler. 581-5030.
9/30
:-:-W:-:-H.,.,-Y.,.......,,P,._,A..,.Y.,...._,,B...,.IG,,,.-C~IT"'"Y-AUTO
RATES? CALL HALL INSURANCE TO SAVE. 345-7023

The Daily Eastern News
cannot be responsible for
more than one day's incorrect insertion. Report errors
immediately at 581-2812.
A corrected ad will appear
in the next edition.
All classified advertising
MUST ·meet the 2 p.m.
deadline to appear in the
next day's publication. Any
ads processed AFTER 2
p.m. will be ,published in
the following days newspaper. Ads cannot be canceled AFTER the 2 p .m.
deadline.
Classified ads must be
paid in advance. Only
accounts with established
credit may be billed.
All Advertising submitted to The Daily Eastern
News is subject to approval
and may be revised, rejected, or canceled at any time.
The Daily Eastern News
assumes no liability if for
any reason it becomes necessary to omit an advertisement.

DIRECTORY
SERVICES OFFERED

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOY- MENT-tisheries. Earn $600+/
week in canneries or $4,000+/
month on fishing boats. Free
transportation! Room & Board!
Over 8,000 openings. MALE or
FEMALE. For employment program call 1-206-545-4155 ext.
A5738
9/25
-=c::--h-ur_c.,...h_c.,...h"""ild.,...c-a-re-att_e_n-,d...,.a-nt-needed. Sunday mornings and
Wednesday afternoons/evenings.
$5/hour. Please call for interview.
235-5676.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/25

TRAVEL
TRAINING/ScHOOLS
HELP WANTID
WANTID
ADOPTION

RIDES/RIDERS
ROOMMATES
FOR RENT
FOR SAU
LOST

al. FOUND

ANNOUNCEMENTS
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CLASSIFIED

Ao

unable to have baby wants to
give infant all advantages of a
loving, financially secure home.
We'll pay expenses. Legal, confidential. Call collect (717) 5692944.
-~-------10/16
A WONDERFUL LIFE awaits the
baby who joins our family ...devoted, playful parents, a loving fouryear-old brother, lots of fun and
love, a good education, and every
opportunity for happiness. Let's
talk ; we can help each other.
Expenses paid. Call collect:
Arlynn & Ron, (217) 367-4769
_ _ _ _ _ca9/18,25, 10/2,9
Pregnant? Happily married, well
educated couple would like to
adopt an infant. We can give your
child the kind of home you would
want-love, support, security, and
an education. Legal and medical
fees paid. Call collect (815) 8443309.

Mini storage for rent by the
month. Apartment Rentals 820
Lincoln St. phone 348-7746.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12/11

ACROSS

fORM

Name: ________________
Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Phone:

StudentsD Yes D No

Dates to run ______________
Ad to read:

1 Indonesian
island
6 Mores
11 City on the
Rhone
12 Language
family including
Finnish
14 More affected

1984 Cutlass Cierra, 53,000
miles, 2DR, blue, loaded, $4,500
345-6861.

-~----~--12111

1978 Honda Hawk, CB400. $450
obo. Great condition. Call 3481105.
=----,--~--,.-~-12111
For sale '85 Dodge Colt/creme
cheap transportation-Good Condition! $1200. obo 348-7864
Christa.
~------~-12111
Stereo & speakers-$60. b-ball
hoop/backboard-$30. Over-under
washer/dryer-$75. 1Oa-2p. 3454426
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12111

21 Mickey was her
first husband
26 Formed a
foundation for
29 Maigret
colleague
31 Cheats
32 Capital of
Slovenia
34 Only pope from
England
37 Wild grain
41 Lark

15 Emmy winner
Tony
t7 Deli order
42 Napoleon Solo,
18 Shipyard
for one
feature
43 Roman dictator
20 Bovine cry
21 Bellow
44 Fried bread
23 Conked out
. 45 Cover: Comb.
form
24 Bulgarian coins
47 Spinnaker. e .g
25 The Ram

48 U .S.N . officer
49 Digs
51 This may be
marked " Pd ."
52 "II Trovatore "
heroine
54Wild
56 Nose-wrinkling
57 Sprang
58 Influences
59 Wood nymph

Person accepting ad _ _ _ _ _Compositor _ _ _ __

Cash

ocheck

D Credit

20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day
thereafter. Students w~h valid ID 15 cents per word first day. 10 cents per word
each consecutive day. 15 word minimum. Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous
or in bad taste.
.· ..
. ..
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28 Notes from Big
Ben
30 The - - for the
roses
31 Jazzman, to
jazzmen
33 Black Friday's
precipitator:
1869
34 Fencer's feint

39 Opposite of
hooked. in golf
40 Season
42 Mavericks
45 Ill-tempered
46 One of the
landed gentry

49Gaucho's
weapon

so Remain
53 Neoteric
river

35 Feckless ones
36 Deliverances
38 Fearful

eSJgmng ·
LA Law

Expos

Designing Women

Dinosaurs

Movie: Fear

Movie: After

Bob

Camp Wilder

City

Hours

Picket Fences

20/20
News

Movie:

Love Connection
Current Affair

Little House on
the Prairie

he 90's
Baseball

M"A"S"H

21

Cubs at

What Happened Major Dad

News

PLEASE NOTE: Campus clips are run free of charge one day
any event. All Clips should be submitted to The Daily Eastern
office by noon one business day before the date of the event. Ex
an event schedule for Thursday should be submitted as a Cam
by noon Wednesday. (Thursday is the deadline for Friday, Satu
Sunday event.) Clips submitted after deadline WILL NOT be publ
No clips will be taken by Phone. Any Clip that is illegible or
conflicting information will not be run.

~

ews

Entmt. Tonight

News
Tonight

WOMEl'.jS' blk leather ja
15, $50; wmns blue jean j
L, $15. 348-8545

WAND-7, 17

Inside Edition

I'll Fly Away

1 Unquestionable
2 Suffix for differ
3 Editor Whitelaw
- - : 1837-1912
4 Declares
5 Ella's sister and
co-author
6 One of Zeus's
conquests
1 Pamphlet
a Aaron or
Greenberg of
baseball
9 Venerable

-'-l-'-1-'-I~~ t7 Vaunt
.;;;;.+..:.+=+.:::...,119 One with lots to
talk about
22 Jones's "The
Thin -- - "
l4 Miss Liberty's
poet
.l& White colleague

Check number

1
1983 PLYMOUTH GRANO
4-Door , 83 ,000 Actual
Good Dependable Trans
tion, $1650. Call Steve,
581-6251 , Evenings, 348-1

DOWN

~.:.:+::.+:=-! I o Thai
..:..:..i..:..:..i--=-ii.=i..=..1 t 1 In abundance
13 Split
1& Burdens

no. words/days_ __ _ _ _Amount due:$ _ _ __ _

CHEAP! FBl/U.S. SEIZE
MERCEDES, $200; 86 VW
87 MERCEDES, $100; 65
TANG, $50. FREE Inform
Hour Hotline . 801-379Copyright #IL 14KJC

CHRISTIAN CAMPUS FELLOWSHIP will have praise and w
service at 10:30 a.m.a Sunday in C.C.H. located south of Lawson
Call 345-6990 for rides and info. Come early for donuts and
Prayer meeting is at 9:30 a.m.
RECREATIONAL SPORTS WILL have table tennis singles
deadline Friday from 2-10 p.m. Register at the Intramural desk
SAC Lobby.
THE WESLEY FOUNDATION will h.ave FREE Sunday supper
p.m. Sunday at the Wesley Foundation Student Center. Eve
welcome, but please come by or call 348-8191 to let us know
coming.
.
EIU BLOOD DRIVE wilf have a volunteer training meeting at 8
Sunday in Taylor Basement Please come if you 11.Plunteered to
the drive! Thank You!
'
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will work on the float Friday
p.m. to 7 p.m. and Sunday from 6 p.m. to 9 p.m. We need your
Come to the shed behind the center.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER is having a retreat from 7 p.m.
p.m. Friday at the Newman Center. The focus will be "Lord, teach
pray." the evening is free of charge and open to all.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER mass schedule is Sunday 11
and 4:30 p.m. at Coleman Hall Auditorium , room 120.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will have a new discussion
"Thing that make you go Hmmm" will meet Sunday at 6:30 at the
man Center..Topic: Relationships. All welcome.

ty.

Expiration code (office use only) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

D

~--------12111

Cannondale Mountain Bike 18",
21 speed, Aero Bars,- many
extras. $750 new, will sell $425
O.B.O. 348-1820.

Did you know there's a $55 round
trip flight to Chicago from the
local airport? Coles County
Memorial Airport, located on highway 16 between Charleston and
Mattoon, has 3 flights per day
to/from Chicago's Midway Airport.
Call 1-800-428-0706 and tell
them you're an EIU student/facul-

Under Classification of: - - - -- - - - -- - - -

Payment:

4 bedside cabinets $10.00 each.
Call Jeff at 345-3866.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12111
84 Pontiac TransAm 15th
anniversary limited edition, t-tops,
good condition, 3,000 obo. 3475729 after 5:30
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12111
U2 Tickets , $50; Alpine Car CD
Player, $190; Clarion Tape Deck,
$125. Call 581-6137

ADOP~~ ~o,~l1 ~-1 iiiiiii1_1_1_l1_1_1_1_191130I

Eastern News

Daily

Microwave ovens for rent $59 for
9 months plus $10 deposit. Apartment Rentals 820 Lin,coln St. _
phone 348-7746.
~~-------12111
QUIET 1-BR APT, FURNISHED.
UTILITIES PAID. FOR 1 OR 2.
CALL 345-4336 AFTER 5 PM
:-:-,.---,-,...----,-....,-,~9/25
Male subleaser needed for S '93.
Close to Campus. Heat Paid for.
Call after 6. Ask for Todd. 3481461
-,-.,.-,...,-------,-~~~--10/2
AVAILAB LE IMMEDIATELY
Upstairs rooms for 3-4. Share
bath and kitchen. $165 each
includes utilities. 345-341 O

Knowledgeable male student
needed to assist with electric
fencing. Hours flexible. 345-4600.
Ask for Ira.
,.,..,--~~---,----10/2
Wanted : Part-time afternoon
experienced farm help. 345-6550.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/30
Earn extra money selling Avon.
Call 345-6834 or 1-800-441-2866
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/5
Now hiring for our activity and
habilitation department. Part-time
positions available. Must be able
to work weekends. Apply at 738
18th St. 9-5, M-F. EOE.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/2

News
Kojak

Combat
ing Served

Thirtysomething

nvent1on

Personals
People's Court

eyondTom.
Gary Shandling

Sneak Previews

FR.._I
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n/Gore & Carol Moseley
Tee-shirts for $10.00 & up.
30
11/4
m:-.H-:;O,.,-N:-::D:--::A-:Nc-:cx:-:-2=-=5=-=o-:E=:N-:-:D::-.u RO
AP SPORTY TRANSTATION 1,200 MILES.
00/0BO. CALL ANYTIME
75
9/25
•1,-.,P=-r-og_r_a_m_m_a-:--b-:-le-G:::-ra-p·h ics
lator. Used one semester.
(217) 586-2676.
~---=---:--:---:----:--9./25
Doge Omni. Auto, 4 door,
. $800.00 OBO. Call (217)

t.
10/1
'"s""N7A"C7KE;:::-;:R;-e--;d-:;T;:-a-:-;il"""B;-o-a and
. B 0 Will Deliver. 1-967Jay. .
12/11
~o=-o-:d,-g-e-=D::-:-1=pL,..,o=M:-:--:-A-=T-. Great
'on, Good gas mileage. No
on body. 345-7619.
=---::--::-==-=__9/25
Ford/LTD 4 DR automatic,
condition, runs greatly. Only
now. Call 581-2530 after

~---,,,-,,,...,...,-~9./28
1 Suzuki GS 1 OOOL Very
Condition, $1300 OBO.
581-3596
::-;:;----,,....-:;;:----;,:---12/11
Toyota Tercel! exc. cond.
856-3549 leave message.

50.

T: Women's Gold Nugget
t. At stu's or Stix on Saturnight. $100 Reward. Call

2.
9/25
D: Keys in Booth b,ibrary.
claim 6072.
9/28
=-:--=A-=T,-A:--:-L-::P:--:-H:-:A-G=A-:-M;-:--;B::-:ARNE ON SATURDAY-BLACK
AK CAMERA AND KEYS
E CASE. REWARD! 581-

========r
YOUR FACE in the 1992
r Yearbook. Portraits are
taken Sept. 22-25 & Sept.
in the University Union
Room and Oct. 1 & 2 in
son Hall Basement. Walkbe accepted.

~-77::-:-:-=,-::-:::-:-:==9/25

EAD , MAKE SOMEONE'S
ORDER BALLOONS FOR
HDAYS , YOUR SWEETOR ANY OCCASION AT
NS. WE bELIVER . 345-

-=:-:--_ca9/25,30, 10/5,8
, Kisha, Erica , and Lisa:
so much for listening and
up with me these past few
. You're the best roomies in
d! Jennifer

ATTENTION HOMECOMING
CHAIRS-! THE DEADLINE FOR
ORDERING POMPS FROM
TOKENS IS FRIDAY, SEPT. 25.,
CALL IRA AT 345-4600 FOR
INFORMATION. GIGANTIC DISCOUNTS AS USUAL

ANGIE HILLMAN : Happy Birthday! You are an awesome friend
and I love you. Get ready to
party! Sig 'Kap Love, Jenny P.S.
DVD!?!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/25
JEN JAMES-Congratulations on
becoming lavaliered to Dave
.,..----,------~9/25
Viska of Pi Kappa Alpha. Your
Angie Betourney and Mike Paul
Delta Zeta sisters are very happy
congratulations on getting lavaliered. Love, Wendy
for you.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/25
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____;9/25
Hey Everyone! Get your team
JEN MARSHALL and SHERI
ready for BIG WHEELS race ,
ECK-You were ALL OVER the
Derby Days situation. A job well
Saturday, September 26 at 11 :OO
a .m . For info. or registration
done and keep smiling! Love,
forms call 348-5404 or 348-8222.
your Delta Zeta sisters
9/25
.,..---------·9/25
""P~UT_A_S=M-IL=E-:O~N-S~O~M=E~ON.E'S
JAY BUTLER-Thank you for all of
FACE-SEND A BALLOON! UP,
your support during Derby Days.
UP & AWAY BALLOONERY
We had a blast! Never forget how
DELIVERS! 1503 7TH ST. 345much we love you! Love, Your
9462
favorite turtles
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/25
_ _ _ _ca9/21,23,25,28,30,
BIG WHEELS, BIG WHEELS,
NEW BULBS. Most Intense Bulbs
Wolff makes. Call 348-0357-4
BIG WHEELS, BIG WHEELS,
p.m. to 9p.m. For a Jamaican
tomorrow
at MY
PLACE
Tan. 10 Sessions $23.00. Call us
LOUNGE.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/25
for Tee-Shirts for organizations or
clubs. GREAT PRICES.
Alternative Rock Group, LOST
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9./28
LUGGAGE, tomorrow night 8
p .m. at My Place Lounge.
Warbler Yearbook Portraits will
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9./25
be taken Sept. 22-25 & Sept. 2830 in the Universi~ Union Neoga ~ Hey Phi Sigs! Grab your boots
Room and Oct. 1 & 2 in Stevenand a date and get psyched for a
son Hall Basement. Walk-ins will
great Barndance on Saturday!
be accepted. Portrait packages
---~-----·9/25
available._
SIGMA NU CANDIDATES, 4:00
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/25
FIND OUT WHO YOUR BIG
ATTENTION ALL RACE FANS,
BROIS!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9./25
come to MY PLACE LOUNGE
MIKE HALTER AND JOEY CASSaturday 11 a.m. until 1 a.m. and
TRO: Thanks for your help with
watch the races and have a good
Derby Days and football! You
time.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____:9125
guys are the best!! Love, the
Ladies ol Tri-Sigma
BARBEQUE SUNDAY 5-7 MOR_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/25
TON PARK SPONSORED BY
TRI-SIGMAS: CONGRATULAFIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH.
TIONS ON THIRD PLACE IN
STUDENTS WELCOME.
DERBY DAYSI!!
--------~9/25
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/25
REWARD $100 to the person
SIGMA SIGMA SIGMA-SIGMA Pl
with information that will result in
CAR WASH! This Sunday, 12-4,
the recovery of my Kawasaki
220cc
Bayou
4-wheeler.
in the Wal-Mart parking lot. $ By
Donation$
(ID#508792). Stolen the weekend
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/25
9/20. Call 345-3466, 345-2842 or
ALPHA GAMS: Get psyched for
notify the Charleston Police
Big Wheels this weekend with the
...DeJ;>.artment~45-2144.
Delts. Let's show them all who
.,..------,-----,---9/28
can "roll" the best.
Amy Wheatley-You're an awe_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/25
some big sis. Thanks for everyMeghan Niernyck, Laura Dill and
thing . Sigma love-Melissa
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/25
Sarah Constance. Thanks tor all
the help you've given our house
CONGRATULATIONS to STEVE
over the last months. We Really
GLAZER to being selected To
Appreciate it. Luv, your ALPHA
Order of Omega. Your PIKE
GAM sisters
brothers are proud of you .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/25
--------~9/25
HURRY, IT'S NOT TOO LATE .
Happy 21st Birthday to the studliLate Registration tor Big Wheels
est man on campus! Christopher
Entry, Saturday from 10:30 a.m.
Molloy is finally legal! Love, your
to
woman
_11
_:OO
_a.m.
_ _ _ _ _.,..,...,..9125
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/25
SEAN DEMPSEY OF SIGMA PlAlicia Mangrum, I miss you . Sig
THANKS FOR BEING SUCH A
Kap Love, Mom
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/25
GREAT FOOTBALL COACH . WE
LOVE YOU! HOPEFULLY WE
REBECCA FARRIS: CongratulaCAN ALL GET TO OUR NEXT
tions on getting lavaliered to Dan
GAME SAFELY . LOVE YOUR
Nashland of Delta Tau Delta!
UNDEFEATED AST FLAG
Your Tri-Sigma sisters are very
FOOTBALL TEAM.
happ~ for you!!!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/25

------~-'"--9/25

I

lvin and Hobbes
G\.lRl:D C\JT \.\OW I

C~N

E'JE SUCC£SS Wln.\O\JT
\.IM~O

WORK .

Rebecca: HAPPY 20TH BIRTHDAY and CONGRATS on being
lavaliered to Dan Nashland. Your
the best! Sigma Love,-Your Little
Sis Kara
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/25
ERIN PHILLIPS-MY BABY!
Thanks tor being a great kid!
Let's have a great weekend!
Alpha Garn love, Stet
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/25
OMEGA MU ' S: WHERE 'S MY
SNAP BID??? JAY
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/25
Courtney Williamson: Welcome to
the Beta Iota chapter of Alpha
Gamma Delta! I am so happy you
are here at EIU! Love in ALPHA
GAM and mine, Michelle Nuckles
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/25
Shannon Ryan: Hey special sis!
How about lunch at lkes? We are
going to have a great year! Your
Alpha Garn special sis, Michelle
Nuckles
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/25
KEGS, KEGS, KEGS, AT .EASTSIDE PACKAGE, MILW. BEST
KEGS $36. ICE COLD SPECIAL
EXPORT, EXPORT LIGHT 12
NRS $4.99. CLASSIC DRAFT,
DRAFT LIGHT 4 PKS $1 .79 .
MILW. BEST, BEST LIGHT 12
PK $3.99. PURPLE PASSION 4
$3.99.
SEAGRAM
PK
SPRITZERS 4 PK. $2 .69.
PEACH, PEPPERMINT, RT.
BEER SCHNAPPS 750 ML
$3.99 . CURBSIDE KEG SERVICE ALL DAY, ALL NIGHT.
EASTSIDE PACKAGE RT. 130
AT JACKSON AVE 345-5722.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/25
SIG EPS-Only two more weeks
until we pomp our hearts out. We
can't wait! Love, the Ladies of
Delta Zeta
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/25
IF YOU ARE A HUNGRY
FUTURE ATTORNEY OF AMERICA COME TO THE SIGMA IOTA
LAMBDA PICNIC AT MORTON
PARK ON SUNDAY 9/27. CALL
345-7413 FOR MORE INFO.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9~5
Jen O'Brien: Congratulations
Junior Panhell V-President! Your
ASA sisters are so proud of you!
Love, Your ASA pledge sisrers
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/25
The women of Alpha Sigma
Alpha would like to wish everyone
good luck during Big Wheels this
weekend!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/25
KEGS , KEGS, KEGS , AT EASTSIDE PACKAGE, MILW. BEST
KEGS $36. ICE COLD SPECIAL
EXPORT, EXPORT LIGHT 12
NRS $4.99 . CLASSIC DRAFT,
DRAFT LIGHT 4 PKS $1.79.
MILW. BEST, BEST LIGHT 12
PK $3.99. PURPLE PASSION 4
PK
$3.99.
SEAGRAM
SPRITZERS 4 PK .' $2 .69.
PEACH , PEPPERMINT, RT.
BEER SCHNAPPS 750 ML
$3.99 . CURBSIDE KEG SERVICE ALL DAY, ALL NIGHT .
EASTSIDE PACKAGE RT. 130
AT JACKSON AVE 345-5722.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/25

SIGMA IOTA LAMBDA PRELAW FRATERNITY WILL BE
HOLDING A COOKOUT ON
SUNDAY 9/27 AT MORTON
PARK'S EAST PAVILION. ALL
MEMBERS
OR
ANYONE
INTERESTED IN MEMBERSHIP
ARE WELCOME TO ATTEND.
CALL 581-6220 FOR MORE
INFO.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/25
BLAKE STONE: You're a terrific
dream man! Happy Birthday-We
love you! The Ladies of ASA
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/25
SARTORI: Way to take charge!
We love you! Love your ASA
House girls
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/25

o~~;

CLINT MITCHELL: Happy Birthday! Now we can go to some
REAL bars! Love your AGSKristie
--=-------9/25
The Daily Eastern News now accepted MasterCard and VISA tor
your Classified Advertising needs.
Call 581-2812 for more info.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.ha-00
Cari, Hey Mom! How are ya? We
gotta go out again sometime .
Call me! All my Alpha Garn love,
Jenni
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ 9/25
Aunt Amy, You are the greatest
.aunt and yes a great friend too.
Love and Alpha Garn, Jenni
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/25
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'SELL SHORT
SAVE LONG'
The Daily Eastern News
will run your CLASSIFIED AD
for 1 day for $1 *

TI4P.N ME .'

•10 words ONE DAY is $1.00
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Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _..::___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

BY GARRY TRUDEAU
I'VE GOTAN IPl3A .
60R& Mf3NTION5
WHAT
NOIA/?

/

FRANC/5 BACON
A lOTINHl5
800K ... \

IF H& 81<.JNGS HIM UP IN 7He
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BUT Y{)J

KNPW FRANC/5 BACtJN, FRIWCIS
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FALL 1992 COMMENCEMENT
Fall 1992 Commencement will
be held in Lantz Gymnasium at 2
p.m. on Sunday, December 13.
Rehearsal will be at 2 p.m. on
Friday, December 11 , in Lantz
Fieldhouse.
An informational "Commencement Guide" along with cap/gown
ordering instructions will be sent
to graduation candidates at their
permanent addresses prior to .
October 23 . The deadline for mail
order of caps and gowns will be
on November 13. The "Guide"
should be saved for later reference. Extra copies will be available for students, faculty or staff.
All faculty are urged to participate in the ceremony. Those
needing to rent regalia should
contact the Commence-ment
Office by noon, November 13.
The Commencement Office is
on the second floor of
Linder/Alumni House (1544
Fourth Street, 581-6892). If your
call cannot be answered, the
answering machine will give various Commencement infor-mation
and instructions, as well as take
messages.
Brenda Guppy
Commencement Coordinator
BUSINESS EDUCATION
MAJORS
BUSINESS
EDUCATION
MAJORS WHO NEED TO APPLY
FOR DEPARTMENTAL APPROVAL FOR ADMISSION TO
TEACHER EDUCATION
All business education majors
who have not already applied for
departmental approval for admission to teacher education should
attend an orientation and informational meeting in Lumpkin 102 at
4 :00 p.m . on Wednesday,
September 30, 1992. This meeting is of particular import-ance to
juniors, seniors, and transfer students. Attendance at this meeting Is a prerequisite for admission to Teacher Education.
The business education program, student teaching, pre-stu-

dent teaching clinical experience,
and other important items will be
discussed.
Students who attended this
meeting last year are not required
to attend again.

SEATING IS LIMITED. REGISTER AS EARLY AS POSSIBLE
TO ASSURE A SEAT.

Lillian R. Greathouse
Department Chair

HEALTH STUDIES
COMPETENCY EXAM
The Health Studies Competency Examination will be given on
Th ursday, November 12. This
examination applies only to stu dents seeking to graduate under
a catalog prior to 1992-93.
Register in person from 11 am to
3 pm Monday through Friday at
the booth in the Union Bookstore
Lounge; bring a photo ID (driver's
license preferred) and $2 for the
fee. The registration period for
this exam is August 26 November 5.
You may take the Health
Studies Competency Examination
onl~ once.

LIBERAL ARTS AND
SCIENCES MAJORS
Liberal Arts and Sciences
majors planning to enroll in upper
division courses in the College
of Business for Spring 1993 must
apply for a position on the priority
list by completing an application
form in Old Main 201 no later
than Wednesday, September 30,
1992. Liberal Arts and Sciences
majors with minors in Business
Administration must also so this if
they are planning to enroll in
upper division courses in the
College of Business for Spring
1993.
Jon Laible, Dean
College of Liberal Arts and
Sciences
WRITING COMPETENCY
EXAMINATION
To satisfy graduation requirements for the Bachelor's degree
at Eastern Illinois University, you
must
pass
the
Writing
Competency Examination. (See
undergraduate catalog). Register
to take this examination after you
have completed sixty semester
hours ijunior standing) and have
completed the all-university
English requirement (typically
English 1001 and 1002, or the
equivalent) . Register in person
from 11:00 to 3 :00 Monday
through Friday at the booth in the
Union Bookstore Lounge; bring a
photo ID (driver 's license preferred) and $1 O for the fee. The
last of two examinations this
semester will be given on
Monday, November 9. Registration begins September 30. The
last date to receive a refund is
October26.

David Dodd, Director
Testing Services

David Dodd, Director
Testing Services
CONSTITUTION EXAMINATION
The Constitution Examination
will be given at 7:00 p .m . on
Tuesday, October 13. This examination applies only to students
seeking to graduate under a catalog prior to 1992-93. Register in
person from 11 am to 3 pm
Monday through Friday at the
booth in the Union Bookstore
Lounge; bring a photo ID (driver's
license preferred) and $2 for the
fee. The registration period for
this exam is August 26 - October
6.
You may retake this exam as
many times as necessary to
pass, but on scheduled dates .
only.

Appointments may be made starting at 8:00 a.m. on Wednes-day,
September 30. Registration for
Spring Term will then begin on
Monday, October 5.
Students assigned to the
Center are all freshmen , pre business majors and students
who have not declared or met
admission requirements to their
selected majors . The appointment must be made in person .
PHONE CALLS FOR APPOINTMENT DATES WILL NOT BE
ACCEPTED. The Assistance
Center is located in Blair Hall ,
Room #100 . Office hours are
Monday through Friday, 8:00 a.m.
-4:30 p.m.
C. B. Campbell, Director
Academic Assistance
PAY REGISTRATION ADVANCE
DEPOSIT
In order to register for Spring,
you must pay an advance
deposit. Pay the advance deposit
of $100 at the cashier window at
Old Main . Submit your advance
deposit with an advance deposit
coupon (available at the cashier
window or in the schedule bulletin). An EIU employee who
plans to register for Spring must

ADVISEMENT BEFORE
REGISTERING
If you are currently attending
E.l.U. and expect to register for
Spring Semester, make an
appointment to see your adviser
as soon as possible. Academic
advisement is required for
ALL UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS.
The Spring Class Schedule
bulletin should be published
October 5.
Michael D. Taylor, Director
Registration
SPRING REGISTRATION
Registration for Spring
Semester will begin October 12.
You must pay the advance
deposit and (if undergraduate) be
advised before you may phone in
your registration on a touch-tone
telephone. Read the schedule
bulletin for complete information.

Michael D. Taylor, Director
Registration
STATE EXAM SEMINAR
A "Basic Skills Seminar"
been scheduled for Mon
evening, September 28, from
8 :30 p .m. in room 108 of
Buzzard Education Building.
seminar is designed to be
assistance to individuals
ing to take either the
Professional Skills Test (P
or the Illinois State Basic
Test.
Individuals who have taken
seminar in the past have h
high success rate with bo
these exams. Persons who
fearful of either of these two
are encouraged to attend.
is no charge for the seminar
advance registration is not
ed.
George W. Schlinsog
Associate Dean
College of Education

to your friends with
a photo in

The Daily Eastern News!

Happy Birthday!

lx3 Birthday ads run 1 day for $12.
That includes a photo of your choice.
Deadline is 3 business days prior to publication.

SPRING REGISTRATION
Students assigned to the
Academic Assistance Center
must make an appointment to
register for the Spring, 1993 term.

• Most Major Credit
Cards Accepted
•Low Rates
Included Proper
Insurance
• Rent By The Day
Tempo
or Week
• $26 per day with 100 free miles
$147 per week with 500 free miles

Michael D. Taylor, Director
Registration

The schedule bulletins are
able in the Registration
after they appear in The
Eastern News. The Spring
Schedule bulletin should be
lished October 5.

WISH HAPPY BIRTHDAY

David Dodd, Director
Testing Services

Total Transportation
Center

contact the Registration Office
about the advance deposit; a student who plans to use co-op
teacher waivers must contact the
Student Teaching Office.

Birthday Message

In celebration of the Grand Opening of Our
New Micro Electronic Division, we are hosting
·
an

OPEN HOUSE
FRIDAY 8-5 SATURDAY 9-6

Specials In all Departments

Rent-A-Car
t

h

s
t
r

e
e
~~~~~~

Prizes

Greeting
Cards 75%
Computer and
Accessories
Custom Comput
systems· Softwa

1
8

t

Specials selection

Stop in and see
our new sales
floor and
Service Center

~~~~~~

~~~~-L-IN"'iCOL~N-A•V•E~~~-

Open
8 a.m.- 5 p.m.
Mon.-Sat.
345-3673
18 th & Lincoln

Office Machines
*Fax machine
*copy machines
*dictation equipment
*typewriters
*calculators
*cash registers

applications· prin
Joi.n the fun at
cables• self-he
COMMUNITY f£SJ '92 books &. Video.
Delivery, pickDowntOWO, Charleston&. on-site rep
service availab
Saturday, Sept. 26 on everything

sell.

~

Mooney Motors
_ _ _ Of Charleston

COUNTY OFFICE
~ PRODLJCT_
S, INC.

ABusinessYouCanGrowWith

603 MONROE, CHARLESTON North Side Square
(217) 345-4944

(800) 448-1578

FAX (217) 345-1448
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Ryan
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*From page 12A
State ( 1969-72).
"They felt that Mike Ryan was
one of the top three candidates,"
Alaska-Anchorage sports information director, Dave Mateer said.
"His credentials really helped him."
Timothy Dillon and Jim Fallis are
the other two candidates.
Dillon is the athletic director at
the University of North Carolina at
Asheville and Fallis is the AD at
Lake Superior State University.
Eastern 's associate athletic director Ron Paap said it came as no surprise to him that Ryan was a finalist
for the position.
"Obviously, he has the credentials," said Paap, who is in his 29th
year with the department. "That's
exactly why he was hired here at
Eastern. I think in this business,
whether it's coaching or a directorship of an athletic program, you

omen harriers home as well ,Soccer
>tern's women's cross country squad will begin a

:en4 O{ 81.!:tttt9~al ~etion· on Panther turf as it
host to the.EIU Invite beginning at 10:30 a.m.

1y.

The women harriers have been battling illness for the
past week, and hope to be in top form as Southwest
Missouri State, Southern Illinois University at
Edwardsville, and The University of Illinois at Chicago
invade Charleston for the invite.
Brooke Roberts, who missed the last meet because of
a stomach virus, will be able to run this weekend.

[!]
~

DIVIDUAL ROOMS
"You Carry the Key"
1ind Rex & Don's Warehouse
. 130, Charleston, Illinois 61920

always need to attempt to better
yourself and that's exactly what he's
trying to do. It's just part of the system."
Although Papp is qualified to
take over as Eastem's athletic director if Ryan is chosen, he said he
isn't interested in the job.
"I might serve in an interim
capacity," Paap said. "But I am not
at all interested in becoming athletic
director at Eastern."
Alaska-Anchorage's Chancellor
Donald Behrend will make the final
decision and Mateer said the committee hopes to announce the new
athletic director by the fust week of
October, because Behrend will be
leaving for an extended period of
time.
Ryan, who could not be reached
for comment, was chosen by a 14member search committee, which
interviewed 80 applicants.
'{.),
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'From page 12A
coach in Eastern history.
The Mustangs are 4-0-1 this year
and hope to make it back to the
NCAA Tournament, a place they
have been for nine consecutive

years since Hyndman took over as
coach.
"Right now we're not playing
very good soccer," Hyndman said.
"We've got a good team but we
haven't put it together yet."

en
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0
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How You Like Pizza At Home.

345-2380

IVISA I

-

FRIDAY
Free Peanuts
SATURDAY
$1 Drafts
FRIDAY
Quintessence
$2 Cover (Jazz)
SATURDAY
Lungfish
with

Hot Glue Gun
$3 Cover
(ALTERNATIVE ROCK)

UNIVERSITY
THEATRE
Presents

EI U Charleston
r---------------,-------~---------1---------------,

2 FREE PEPSIS with:

LARGE PIZZA

MEDIUM PIZZA
.Cheese & Regular Crust

'BRIGHTON
Bf.ACH
MEMOIRS

____

......

---

in the studio
udna Fine Arts Center

1

Adults $6
.enior Citizens $5
Children $5
EIU Students $3
Call (217) 581-311 O
for Reservations

•

[Cl

with Cheese &
3 FREE PEPSIS

~4?us?x
OR

b'iNcil Simon

8 pm Sept 16-19,
23-26
pm Sept 20,27

Q-

with Cheese

5?u~x
.
.

422x

6?us?x

MEDIUM PAN PIZZA

all
mil.

TERRIFIC TUESDAYS!
Dinner for THREE!

LARGE CHEESE PIZZA
with 32oz. of PEPSI

i

~

•

~ :: .

:

TUESDAYS ONLY. ..

mm
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STUDENT SURVIVAL KIT (OFFER MAY EXPIRE WITHOUT NOTICE) ADDITIONAL TOPPINGS AVAILABLE
OFFER GOOD AT LISTED LOCATIONS ONLY NO LIMIT ON PIZZAS. NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER. MUST MENTION COUPON WH EN ORDERING.
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Moving on?
Ryan one of three finalists for Alaska-Anchorage posit
By KEN RYAN
Sports editor
Just when it appeared Eastern's Mike Ryan was starting to
become comfortable as the school's athletic director, he may
be moving on.
And the move will not be a small one if all goes right for
the 47-year-old.
Ryan, who became Eastern's athletic director in 1989, is
one of three finalists for the athletic director's position at
Division II Alaska-Anchorage.
rR}l~,, alpng W;ith, the pther two candidates, will be looking
,to, tak~ 0ver for former UAA athletic director Ron Petro, who

i.

resigned to take the same position at the University of Rhode
Island.
The UAA search committee included administrative staff
members, the coaching staff and various members of the university's community.
Janet Hillayer, chairperson of the search committee said
there was a lot involved in coming up with the final three candidates for the position.
"We had over 80 applicants," Hillayer said from her office
in Anchorage. "Some of the criteria we looked at was the candidate having an advanced degree, demonstrating skills in
finance, being able to handle personnel and having an excellent ability to communicate with students and staff members.

And Mike had all of these qualities.
"We then narrowed it down to 12 semifinalists.
telephone interview with each of them and asked
tions as why they were interested in the position
of their experience."
Some of Ryan's credentials include: 21 years
league baseball and collegiate athletic adminis
athletic director at New Mexico State, where he
coach of a 40-18 baseball team, director of public
the San Diego Padres (1974-78) and sports inti
tor at Colorado State University (1972-74) and
*Continued on page llA

Panthers prey on ISU Redbirds·
By KEITH FARROLL
Associate sports editor
The haunting footsteps of
Illinois State running back Toby
Davis come to Eastern football
coach Bob Spoo's mind when he
thinks about Saturday's contest
against the Redbirds at 1:30 p.m.
in Normal.
Although the Panthers came
out on top in last season's
Homecoming game, Davis dominated the Illinois State offense by
scoring three touchdowns. In the
~1-;~ ~eqbird Joss, Davis rushed
for 197 yards on 38 carries. He
also caught three passes for 31
yards.
"He's a huge part of their
offense," Spoo said. "He will get
the ball the majority of the time
and he runs behind some pretty
strong blockers. He is a player
that we must stop to our best curtail. I don't know if we can stop a
guy like that."
Not only will the Panthers'
rushing defense be put to test, but
the pass defense will have its
hands full as well. Spoo is also
wary of quarterback Adrian
Wilson's dump-off pass to Davis.
"The other guy we have to
worry about is Adrian Wilson,"
Spoo said. "He is a seasoned
playei;., As effective as they are
r4~Jljng the ball, that should complement their play-action pass
game. So we should try to focus
on that we have to stop Toby. We
have to be intelligent, we have to
be respectable and we have to be
willing to gang tackle him."
Spoo said that Davis has
burned the Panthers on several
occasions in the last couple
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playp·h

to WIU
By JOHN FERAK
Staff writer

DAN KOONCE/Associate photo editor
Sophomore defensive back Ray McElroy (40) and linebacker Derrick Lane look to tackle Steve Lutes in a
recent practice. Eastern's defensive unit will run into Toby Davis, the Gateway Conference's leading
rusher, Saturday at Illinois State.
years.
over Murray State. "That team "That helps you win games. It
"I recall two years ago, he came in here with great statistics stifles the opponents' drives and
scored twice coming out of the rushing the ball. We executed the changes momentum.
backfield on passes," Spoo said. plan really well."
"It shows an alertness that was
"He literally ran over four or five
Another aspect defensively lacking last year. We are well
guys on his way to the end which has been a plus for the ahead of progress from a year
zone."
Panthers is the turnover ratio. ago and hopefully we can continSo far, Spoo has been happy The Panthers have only lost the ue to do that."
with the rushing defense, some- ball three times while forcing the
Offensively, Spoo is hoping
thing which was a question from opponents to turn the ball over 11 the scoreboard will light up like
the beginning of the year.
times.
it did last Saturday. Junior quar"We've got to be pleased with
"I think successful teams are terback Jeff Thorne engineers an
what happened Saturday night," able to force the opposition to attack that is averaging 30 points
Spoo said of his team's 48-9 win turn the ball over," Spoo said. per contest.

SMU Classic next for soccer team
By RYAN GIUSTI
Staff writer
The Eastern soccer team will head to
Texas this weekend to play in the Southern
Methodist University Soccer Classic.
The SMU Soccer Classic will bring in
four teams from the Midwest R egion
including the host Mustangs who are ranked
No. 1 in the Midwest and No. 4 in the
nation according to Soccer America.
Creighton, which was ranked as high as
13th earlier in the year, and North Texas
State are the teams competing in the threeday tournament, which starts Friday.
Eastern will take on North Texas State on
Friday and Southern Methodist on Sunday.

This roadtrip is very important for the 13 Panthers, said head coach Cizo Mosnia.
"We need to do well because mentally
what it will do is bring us even with our
record, and we feel right now that we're on
an upswing and if we can come back with
two victories we'll be very happy," Mosnia
said.
Following the two games Eastern will
play this weekend, the Panthers resume
Mid-Continent Conference play with four
straight games against league opponents.
Although Mosnia said the games are
important, he does not view them as must
win.
"I don't think any of them are must win
but I do think we're under the gun," Mosnia

said. "These are the games (against
Midwest Region opponents) you need to
win to get into the national tournament."
North Texas is 0-1-3 entering the tournament but that includes a loss to SMU and a
tie with 12th-ranked Nevada Las Vegas.
SMU coach Schellas Hyndman described
North Texas as "a good team that is having
a tough year."
Sunday's game against the Mustangs may
mean a little extra for both coaches. Mosnia
and Hyndman were teammates at Eastern in
their college playing days. Hyndman also
coached the Panthers from 1977 to 1982
and is c urrently the all -time winningest
· Continued on page llA

The Lady Panther's
pated home opener h
Eastern 's volleyball
Western Illinois on
Northern Illinois on
The 2-6 WIU Wes
led by hitter Kim Ph
leads Western with a' 3.
age and 4.2 digs. Rae
graduate of Plainfield '
is averaging 2.3 kills.
The remaining nucl
of setter Amy Neseme·
9.0 assist average and
Tiffany Reedus who lOI-.
with a .340 hitting
Western's 2-6 record
leading, said coach Julie
"We played real tou
tion early on in the
didn't expect to have
going into the (Micl
conference season,
Kartel added that
Western matchlip 'llf.r
even contests.
"It seems every year
drags out to five games,
are always giving their
said.
Saturday's matchu
Northern will prob
Eastern its toughest
challenge to date.
"Northern 's probab
team in our conferen
Betty Ralston said. "It
great to beat them."
The Huskies enter
match with an 8-2 mark
several individuals who
offensive capabilities.
Kori Schauer is No
hitter with 114 kills and
ting percentage. Amy
sparks the Huskies with
leading 35 block assists
blocks. Setter Amy V:
averaging a remarkable
per match.
"I'm expecting a good
of Eastern," NIU coach
said. "From what I'
they're playing pretty
conference is defini
stronger with the ad
Eastern and Western."
This is the first y
schools in the Mid-Con.

